
             HARD SURFACE CLEANERS & DEGREASERS

5-RHSC 5 LITRE

10-RHSC 10 LITRE

20-RHSC 20 LITRE

5-CHSC 5 LITRE

10-CHSC 10 LITRE

20-CHSC 20 LITRE

5-FHSC 5 LITRE

10-FHSC 10 LITRE

20-FHSC 20 LITRE

5-FLHSC 5 LITRE

10-FLHSC 10 LITRE

20-FLHSC 20 LITRE

5-ABHSC 5 LITRE

10-ABHSC 10 LITRE

20-ABHSC 20 LITRE

5-ABPHSC 5 LITRE

10-ABPHSC 10 LITRE

20-ABPHSC 20 LITRE

Blue Anti-Bacterial Plus Hard Surface Cleaner - A blue versatile cleaner 

for kitchens, workshops, vehicles and general cleaning. Cuts through carbon 

deposits, grease and stains. Highly concentrated with bactercidal properties. 

Red Hard Surface Cleaner - Alkaline detergent for cleaning in all  

establishments, workshops and for general janitorial use. An excellent non 

caustic degreaser, designed to cut through grease and burned on fat, also 

perfect for removing carbon, creote, dyes and nicotene stains.

Clear Hard Surface Cleaner - A clear versatile cleaner for 

kitchens,workshops, vehicles and general cleaning. Cuts through carbon 

deposits, grease and stains. Highly concentrated. Can cause fading if used 

incorrectly. Try on an inconspicuous area first.

Yellow Flourecene Hard Surface Cleaner - A fluorescent versatile cleaner 

for kitchens,workshops, vehicles and general cleaning. Cuts through carbon 

deposits, grease and stains. Highly concentrated. Can cause fading if used 

incorrectly. Try on an inconspicuous area first.

Yellow Flourecene Lemon Hard Surface Cleaner - A versatile cleaner 

with a fluorescent colour and pleasant lemon fragrance for use 

kitchens,workshops, vehicles and general cleaning. Cuts through carbon 

deposits, grease and stains. Highly concentrated. Can cause fading if used 

incorrectly. Try on an inconspicuous area first.

Yellow Anti-Bacterial Hard Surface Cleaner - A yellow versatile cleaner 

for kitchens, workshops, vehicles and general cleaning. Cuts through carbon 

deposits, grease and stains. Highly concentrated with bactercidal properties. 

20-ABPHSC 20 LITRE

5-OPD 5 LITRE

10-OPD 10 LITRE

20-OPD 20 LITRE

5-HDD 5 LITRE

10-HDD 10 LITRE

20-HDD 20 LITRE

Eliminator Cleaner and Deodoriser Floral Fragrance - All purpose 

bactericidal, deodorising cleaner. Contains a floral perfume that works even 

at high dilutions.

5-ECD-FL 5 LITRE

Eliminator Cleaner and Deodoriser Fragrance Free - All purpose 

bactercidal, deodorising cleaner.
5-ECD-FF 5 LITRE

Spray n Wipe Odourless - A ready to use cleaner designed to sanitise any 

surface. Concentrated; dilute for use, idea refill for 750ml trigger.
5-SNWO 5 LITRE

Spray n Wipe Floral Fragranced - A versatile, ready to use cleaner with a 

pleasant floral fragrance, designed to sanitise any surface. Concentrated; 

dilute for use, ideal refill for 750ml trigger.

5-SNWF 5 LITRE

Orange Power Degreaser - A neutral Ph hard surface cleaner degreaser for 

the removal of oil and grease on all heavily soiled floors and surfaces. Does 

not need rinsing, so ideal as a "spray and buff". Leaves a wonderful orange 

aroma. Surface cleaner for removal of ingrained dirt, oil, grease and certain 

types of graffitti, If not sure test a small area first. This product also sold in a 

trigger spray.

Heavy Duty Degreaser - An anti-bacterial degreasing fluid for the removal 

of oil and grease on all heavily soiled floor and surfaces.

Glass and Mirror Cleaner - A highly effective quick drying and non 

smearing glass and mirror cleaner, blue in colour, also available in a trigger 

spray

5-GMC 5 LITRE



5-SP 5KG

10-SP 10KG

5-HDDP 5KG

10-HDDP 10KG

5-DP 5KG

10-DP 10KG

Easy Clean fragranced Surface Cleaner - Multi-purpose cleaner & 

deodoriser with lemon fragrance. Ideal for damp mopping or spray cleaning. 5-EZY 5 LITRE

Brick Acid - A powerful, acid based cleaning agent, removes unsightly 

stains, builders spatter like cement, mortar splashes, grime oil, grease & 

other difficult-to-remove stains, from various surfaces:- brickwork, patios, 

garages, paving, concrete floors & warehouses.

5-BA 5 LITRE

Coming Soon 5kg

Coming Soon 10kg

Sugar Soap Powder - Sugar soap cleans and prepares all surfaces before 

decorating. It removes dirt and grease quickly and easily and is an ideal 

general household cleaner

Pink Santize Powder - A 16% pink chlorine powder for dilution in water. 

Cleans and sanitises, used in catering, daries, meat and food processing and 

brewing industry. Very effective for removing yeast deposits and general 

bleaching.

Heavy Duty Degreasing Powder - A heavy duty sanitising and degreasing 

powder. When mixed with warm/hot water, it provides excellent grease 

cutting properties.

Yellow Degreasing Powder -An excellent degreaser when diluted with 

water water. It releases a steriliser which kills all types of bacteria, mould, 

yeast, food and grease. Used in catering, daries, meat and food processing 

and brewing industry.
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